English

SPAG

Maths

We will be exploring the wonders of the world (both real
and imaginary) through fiction writing. We will be focusing
on the following story types:

We will perfect our grammar skills with a focus
on the following literacy tools:

As well as continuing on sharpening our arithmetic skills,
we will be delving into the world of:

-Character Development through description
(clauses, similes, metaphors)
-Using word choice to describe setting and
move plot forwards (personification and
onomatopoeia)

-Measurement (length, mass, area, volume, time, etc.)
-Properties of shapes (lines and angles)
-Reflections and translations of shapes
-Statistics (interpreting data in tables and graphs)

-Classic Narrative
-Adventure Stories
-Stories set in different cultures
-Stories set in different worlds

Science

Geography

We will study living things and their habitats
with a specific focus on:

We will be exploring the world around us with
the help of the following geographical skills:

-life cycles of mammals, amphibians, insects,
and birds
-life process of reproduction in some animals
and plants

-Read at least 3x per week
-TT Rockstars
-Spelling Test every Friday

-reading atlases, maps, globes, GPS to locate
and describe countries
-use compass, key, and symbols to read a map
-observe, measure, and record human and
physical features
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Music

We will focus on hockey this upcoming term!
Swimming will continue as scheduled.

We will learn about religious practices and
lifestyles and how geographical location
affects religious beliefs and traditions.

We will study music from different cultures
and traditions from around the world.

Art
We will learn how to draw landscapes and
create our own masterpieces inspired by Ted
Harrison.

Home Learning

PSHE
We will focus on “Going Green” and how we
can help keep our planet clean.

Design and Technology
Students will study different materials and
components and will create a practical product
to use out in the real world.

